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SHARP LORENTZ SPACE ESTIMATES FOR ROUGH OPERATORS
Andreas Seeger and Terence Tao
Abstract. We demonstrate the (H1, L1,2) or (Lp, Lp,2) mapping properties of several rough operators. In all
cases these estimates are sharp in the sense that the Lorentz exponent 2 cannot be replaced by any lower number.
1. Introduction
In this paper we consider the endpoint behaviour on Hardy spaces of two classes of operators, namely
singular integral operators with rough homogeneous kernels [4] and singular integral operators with con-
volution kernels supported on curves in the plane ([20], [27]). These operators fall outside the Caldero´n-
Zygmund theory; however weak type (L1, L1,∞) or (H1, L1,∞) inequalities have been established in the
previous literature ([7], [9], [16] [18], [25], [29]) We shall show that the target space L1,∞ can be improved
to the Lorentz space L1,2, possibly at the cost of moving to a stronger type of Hardy space (e.g. product
H1). Examples of Christ [8], [17] show that these types of results are optimal in the sense that one cannot
replace L1,2 by L1,q for any q < 2.
The space L1,2 arises naturally as the interpolation space halfway between L1,∞ and L1. As a gross
caricature of how this space arises, suppose that we have a collection of functions fi which are uniformly
bounded in L1, and whose maximal function supi |fi| is in weak L1, and we wish to estimate the quantity∥∥∥∑
i
γifi
∥∥∥
L1,2
for some l2 co-efficients γi. If the fi are sufficiently orthogonal, we may hope to control this quantity by
the square function
(1.1)
∥∥∥(∑
i
|γifi|2
)1/2∥∥∥
L1,2
.
However from our hypotheses we see that
∥∥∥(∑
i
|γifi|q
)1/q∥∥∥
L1,q
.
(∑
i
|γi|q
)1/q
for q = 1 and q =∞, and thus by interpolation for all 1 ≤ q ≤ ∞ (cf. Lemma 2.2. below). Thus we expect
to control (1.1) by the ℓ2 norm of {γi}.
Our arguments will be based on more complicated versions of the above informal strategy. Generally,
the L1 estimates will be quite trivial, whereas the L1,∞ estimates will be variants of existing weak-type
(1,1) estimates for rough operators in the literature (e.g. [7], [25]). We shall demonstrate this technique for
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two classes of operators. Firstly we show that the Hilbert transform on plane curves (t, tm) maps product
H1 into L1,2 or a related Hardy-Lorentz space; we also prove sharp Lp → Lp,2 estimates for a related
analytic family of hypersingular operators. Then we discuss homogeneous singular integrals with rough
kernels in Rd, satisfying an L log2L condition on the sphere, and show that these map the standard Hardy
space H1 to L1,2.
We remark that a simple version of the above technique has been used by one of the authors in [23] to
prove an endpoint version of the Ho¨rmander multiplier theorem. Namely (stating only the one-dimensional
version) if φ is a nonzero even smooth bump function then the condition supt>0 ‖φm(t·)‖B21/2,1 implies that
the convolution operator with Fourier multiplier m maps H1 to L1,2 (and an example by Baernstein and
Sawyer [1] shows that L1,2 cannot be replaced by L1,q for q < 2). The second author and Jim Wright [30]
have recently improved this result by replacing the Besov space B21/2,1 by the larger space R
2
1/2,2 defined
in [24] improving on the known (H1, L1,∞) result which is implicit in the latter paper.
The paper is structured as follows. After formulating our results in the current section we review some
material about Hardy-Lorentz spaces and interpolation, in §2. In §3 we prove an abstract variant of a
stopping time argument due to M. Christ which may be helpful elsewhere. §4 contains the main square-
function estimate needed to prove our theorems on integrals along curves; in §5 we conclude the proof of
these results. Rough homogeneous kernels are considered in §6 and §7.
Rough homogeneous convolution kernels.
Let K be a convolution kernel on the Euclidean space Rd and assume that K is homogeneous of degree
−d and that the restriction Ω to the unit sphere is integrable and has mean zero, ∫
Sd−1
Ω(θ)dσ(θ) = 0.
We may define the operator TΩ of convolution with K on test functions at least by the usual method of
principal values:
(1.2) TΩf(x) = p.v.
∫
Ω(y/|y|)
|y|d f(x− y)dy.
We consider the mapping properties of TΩ, especially near the endpoint L
1. If Ω is somewhat regular
(for example, if it is Ho¨lder continuous or satisfies an appropriate L1 Dini condition) then the standard
Caldero´n-Zygmund theory shows that T is bounded on all Lp spaces, 1 < p < ∞, is of weak type (1, 1),
and maps the Hardy space H1 to L1. If no regularity is assumed, but K is L logL on the sphere, then it
was shown by Caldero´n-Zygmund [4] that TΩ is bounded on L
p; in fact (see [25]) it is of weak type (1, 1).
The behaviour at H1 is more subtle, however, as an example of M. Christ shows (see also [17]). For the
sake of illustration let us consider the case d = 2. Let a be a smooth H1 atom on the unit ball, which is
smooth and radial, and let ΩN be the lacunary function defined on the unit circle by
ΩN (cosα, sinα) ≡ GN (α) = 1√
N
N∑
j=1
e2πiC
jα,
where C,N are large integers. Roughly speaking, the function K ∗ a(x) has magnitude ∼ N−1/2|x|−d
whenever |x| ∼ Cj for some j = 1, . . . , N . This shows that the L1 norm (and indeed the L1,q quasi-norm
for any q < 2) of K ∗ a grows with N , even though Ω is in every Lp class, p < ∞, uniformly in N . Thus,
the best result one can reasonably hope for is that T maps H1 to the Lorentz space L1,2, or the Hardy-
Lorentz space H1,2, the quasi-norm norm in the latter is the L1,2 quasinorm of a suitable square-function
or maximal operator used in the definition of H1 (see §2 below).
The previous counterexample can be modified to include the case Ω ∈ L∞. Take GN as above, ε > 0
and let Eε,N = {α : |GN (α)| > Nε}. Define Gε,N (α) = (GN (α)(1 − χEε,N (α)) and
Ωε,N (cosα, sinα) = Gε,N (α)− 1
2π
∫ π
−π
Gε,N (s)ds.
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Since GN is in BMO with norm independent of N we have by the John-Nirenberg inequality that |Eε,N | =
O(e−cN
ε
), for some c > 0. ¿From this one checks that the L1 norm of TΩN−ΩN,εa over the annulus |x| ∼ Cj
is O(N1/2e−cN
ε
+2−j), hence negligible. Since on the other hand ‖ΩN,ε‖∞ . Nε this disproves a uniform
H1 → L1,q estimate for q < 2/(1 + 2ε).
Theorem 1.1. Let Ω ∈ L log2L(Sd−1) and assume that ∫Sd−1 Ωdσ(θ) = 0. Then the operator TΩ maps
H1 to H1,2 and also to L1,2.
Remark 1.2. In fact we shall see that the L log2 L condition can be strengthened to an L logL condition
for a Littlewood-Paley square function (see Theorem 6.1 below)
Analogously we may also consider a maximal variant of T ; here no cancellation is imposed. Let
χ ∈ C∞0 (Rd) and
(1.3) MΩf(x) = sup
h>0
∣∣∣ ∫ 1
hd
χ(
y
h
)Ω(
y
|y| )f(x− y)dy
∣∣∣.
Theorem 1.3. Let Ω ∈ L log2L(Sd−1). Then MΩ maps H1 to L1,2.
Again, a modification of the above example shows that MΩ may fail to map H1 into L1,q for q < 2.
Integrals along curves in the plane.
In this subsection we shall always be working in the plane R2. Letm > 1 be a real number; all constants
may implicitly depend on m.
Define the Hilbert transform Hf and the maximal function Mf along the curve (t, |t|m) by
(1.4) Hf(x) = p.v.
∫
f(x1 − t, x2 − |t|m) dt
t
and
(1.5) Mf(x) = sup
h>0
∣∣∣ ∫ f(x1 − t, x2 − |t|m) 1
h
η(
t
h
)dt
∣∣∣;
here η is a smooth function with compact support. These operators are invariant with respect to the scaling
(1.6) (x1, x2) 7→ (tx1, tmx2), t > 0.
We shall work with the product type Hardy space on R2, considered by Chang and Fefferman [6] among
others; we denote this space by H1prod. Moreover we denote by H
1,2
prod the product-type Hardy-Lorentz space
(see §2).
Theorem 1.4. M maps H1prod to L1,2, and H maps H1prod to H1,2prod and to L1,2.
This should be compared with the results of Christ [7] who showed that M and H map the one-
parameter Hardy space H1parabolic (defined with respect to the dilations (1.6)) to L
1,∞, see also Grafakos
[16]. In fact, Christ [7] observes that H1parabolic is not mapped to L
1,q for q <∞.
Now let γ = (γ1, γ2) be a complex multi-index with Re(γ1),Re(γ2) ≥ 0, and define the (pseudo)-
differentiation operator Dγ by
D̂γf = |ξγ |fˆ = |ξ1|γ1 |ξ2|γ2 fˆ .
Consider the family of hypersingular operators Hγ defined by
(1.7) Hγf(x1, x2) = p.v.
∫ ∞
−∞
Dγf(x1 − t, x2 − |t|m)|t|γ1+γ2m dt
t
.
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The space Lp (1 < p < 2) is not mapped to Lp,q if q < 2 (see [8]); moreover this shows that H does not
map H1prod to L
1,q or any Hardy-Lorentz space H1,q for any q < 2. An angular Littlewood-Paley theory
plays a role in this counterexample. Grafakos [16] proved using the methods in [7] that for m = 2, γ1 = 0
and Re(γ2) = 1 − 1/p the space Lp is mapped to Lp,p′ if 1 < p ≤ 2. His method surely extends to the
general case considered here.
An improved optimal result is
Theorem 1.5. Suppose that Re(γ1) ≥ 0, Re(γ2) ≥ 0 and Re(γ1 + γ2) = 1− 1/p.
• If 1 < p ≤ 2 then Hγ is bounded from Lp to Lp,2.
• If p = 1 then Hγ is bounded from H1prod to L1,2.
In both cases the bounds grow at most polynomially in |γ|.
The following estimate for a localized averaging operator will follow from our proof. Let η ∈ C∞0 (R)
and define
(1.8) Af(x1, x2) =
∫
η(t)f(x1 − t, x2 − |t|m)dt.
Corollary 1.6. Suppose m ≥ 2. Then A maps Lm,2 boundedly to the Sobolev space Lm1/m.
Remarks 1.7.
(i) Suppose that t 7→ g(t) is a smooth curve passing through the origin and suppose that its curvature
vanishes to at most order m− 2 at the origin. Then the statement of Corollary 1.8 remains true if (t, |t|m)
is replaced by a g(t) provided that η is supported in a sufficiently small neighborhood of the origin.
(ii) In the statements of Theorems 1.4 and 1.5 the curve (t, |t|m) can be replaced by (t, |t|msign (t)).
(iii) A variant of this family Hγ was previously considered by Stein and Wainger [27] in their proof of
Lp boundedness of the Hilbert transform. They worked with a distance function ρ, smooth and positive in
R2 \ {0} which is homogeneous of degree 1 with respect to the dilations (1.6) and considered the analytic
family
H˜αf(x1, x2) = p.v.
∫ ∞
−∞
ρα(D)f(x1 − t, x2 − tm)|t|α dt
t
.
The result in [27] is that H˜α is bounded on L
p for α < 1− 1/p. Our proof of Theorem 1.3 shows that this
result can be improved to H˜α : L
p → Lp,2 if α = 1− 1/p, 1 < p ≤ 2.
(iv) The principal value singularity p.v. t−1|t|γ1+γ2m in the definition of Hγ can be replaced by
χγ1+γ2m−1+ = limε→0 e
−εt(Γ(γ1 + mγ2))
−1tγ1+mγ2−1+ . This requires only minor changes in the proof of
Theorem 1.5.
2. Preliminaries
Notation. For two quantities a and b we write a . b or b & a if there exists an absolute positive constant
C so that a ≤ Cb. We shall consistently refer to the homogeneous quasi-norms on Lorentz and Hardy-
Lorentz spaces as “norms”, even when the triangle inequality with constant 1 fails. If I is a (dyadic) cube,
then xI will denote its center, and 2
iI will denote its side-length. We somewhat abuse notation and use
2sI to denote the cube with the same center as I and sidelength 2s+iI . The Lebesgue measure of a set E
will sometimes be denoted by |E| and sometimes by meas(E).
2A. Hardy spaces. There are many equivalent characterizations of the isotropic Hardy-spaces ([13]), in
terms of maximal functions, atomic decompositions and square-functions (see [26] for a rather complete
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treatment). We shall use several of them, but most relevant will be the characterization via Littlewood-
Paley square-functions, which we choose as a definition.
Let Φ ∈ S(Rn) with the property that Φ̂ is compactly supported and equal to 1 in a neighborhood of
the origin. Let φk be defined by
(2.1) φ̂k(ξ) = Φ̂(2
−k−1ξ)− Φ̂(2−kξ)
Consider the space S ′restr of tempered distributions which are restricted at ∞; it consists of all f ∈ S ′
with the property that f ∗φ ∈ Lr for φ ∈ S, for sufficiently large r <∞ (we use the terminology of Stein [26,
p.123]). This choice of the test function space allows one to derive versions of the Caldero´n reproducing
formula (e.g. one excludes polynomials which have Fourier transforms supported at the origin). For
0 < p, q <∞ we define Hp,q as the space consisting of tempered distributions restricted at∞ which satisfy
(2.2) ‖f‖Hp,q :=
∥∥∥(∑
k∈Z
|φk ∗ f |2
)1/2∥∥∥
Lp,q
<∞
and write Hp = Hp,p. Using arguments in [13], [21] one can show that the definition does not depend on
the particular choice of Φ. As shown in [21], [31] some aspects in the classical theory simplify by assuming
(as we do here) that Φ̂ has compact support. In particular for b > 0, r > 0 one has the inequality ([21])
(2.3) sup
|y|≤2−kb
|φk ∗ f(x+ y)| ≤ Cb,r(M [|φk ∗ f |r](x))1/r
and (2.3) allows us to take advantage of the Fefferman-Stein theorem concerning Lp(ℓr) estimates for the
Hardy-Littlewood maximal function M ([12]). This carries over to Lorentz-spaces. Set
Sbf(x) =
(∑
k∈Z
sup
|y|≤b2−k
|φk ∗ f(x+ y)|2
)1/2
Since ‖g‖Lp,q ≈ ‖ga‖1/aLp/a,q/a we obtain that for f ∈ Hp,q
(2.4) ‖f‖Hp,q ≈ ‖Sbf‖Lp,q .
The space Hp,q is complete quasi-normed space. We note that the definition can be extended to Hilbert-
space valued functions (in fact when proving estimates we may often reduce to finite-dimensional Hilbert
spaces with possibly large dimension).
For the purpose of real interpolation consider the Peetre K-functional K(t, f,Hp0 , Hp1), defined for
f ∈ Hp0 +Hp1 as the infimum of ‖f‖Hp0 + t‖f‖Hp1 over all decompositions f = f0 + f1 with f0 ∈ Hp0
and f1 ∈ Hp1 . Then a straightforward modification of arguments by Jawerth and Torchinsky [19] yields
the formula
(2.5) K(t, f,Hp0 , Hp1) ≈ K(t, Sbf, Lp0 , Lp1).
Consequently, by (2.4) and (2.5) one identifies Hp,q with the real interpolation space [Hp0 , Hp1 ]θ,q if
0 < θ < 1 and (1 − θ)/p0 + θ/p1 = 1/p (see [2]), and the spaces Hp,q can be identified with the spaces in
[11], [15] defined by means of various maximal functions or square functions (see [32]).
Let {ek} be an orthonormal basis of ℓ2. ¿From standard Hardy space theory [26] we have
(2.6)
∥∥∥∑
k
Lkfk
∥∥∥
Hp,q
≈
∥∥∥∑
k
L˜kfkek
∥∥∥
Lp,q(ℓ2)
=
∥∥∥(∑
k
|L˜kfk|2
)1/2∥∥∥
Lp,q
.
where Lk, L˜k denote convolution with φk, φ˜k; here φ˜k is as above and φ˜k = 2
kdφ˜0(2
k·) so that the Fourier
transform of φ˜ equals one on the support of φ̂.
Moreover if E is any finite subset of the integers we have
(2.7)
∥∥∥∑
k∈E
Lkfk
∥∥∥
Lp,q
≤ C
∥∥∥∑
k
Lkfk
∥∥∥
Hp,q
where C does not depend on E. Note, however, that convergence in Lp,q may not be compatible with
convergence in the sense of tempered distributions, if p < 1 or p = 1, q > 1.
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A Littlewood-Paley decomposition. It is shown in the classical theory that the above assumptions
on Φ can be substantially weakened. A general result in this context is in [32]. To eliminate a number of
technical error terms in the proof of Theorem 1.1 we shall work with Littlewood-Paley functions localized
in space, and in order to have an analogue of the Caldero´n reproducing formula we will have to use a
somewhat unusual version of the Littlewood-Paley decomposition:
Lemma 2.1. Let r, N0 be nonnegative integers and let ε > 0. Then for s = 0, . . . , r there are radial
functions Ψ(s), ψ(s) in C
∞
0 (R
d) with the following properties.
(i) Ψs is supported on the ball of radius ε centered at the origin, and Ψ̂s(ξ) − 1 = O(|ξ|N0 ) as ξ → 0.
Moreover ψs = Ψs − 2−dΨs(2−1·) so that the moments of order ≤ N0 of ψs vanish.
(ii) Define ψks (x) = 2
kdψs(2
kx) and let Lks be the operator of convolution with ψ
k
s . Then for every
tempered distribution f restricted at ∞ we have
(2.8) f =
∑
k∈Z
Lk0 · · ·Lkrf ;
moreover if S0r denotes the operator of convolution with Ψr then
(2.9) f = S0rf +
∑
k≥1
Lk0 · · ·Lkrf.
The convergence in (2.8), (2.9) holds in the sense of tempered distributions.
Proof. Let Ψ be a radial bump function supported in {x : |x| ≤ 2−6r−6ε} so that Ψ̂− 1 = O(|ξ|N+1), and
let Sk0 be the operator of convolution with 2
−dkΨ(2−k·). Let
Lk0 = S
k
0 − Sk−10 .
We recursively define for s = 0, 1, . . . , r − 1
Sks+1 = (2Id− (Sks )2)(Sks )2(2.10)
Lks+1 = (2Id− (Sks )2 − (Sk−1s )2)(Sks + Sk−1s )(2.11)
and note the identity
(2.12) Sks+1 − Sk−1s+1 = (Sks − Sk−1s )Lks+1
so that Sks+1 − Sk−1s+1 = Lk0 · · ·Lks+1. One can check inductively that each Sks is the operator of convolution
with 2kdΨs(2k·) where the radial bump function Ψs is supported in {x : |x| ≤ 2−6(r−s+1)ε} and Ψ̂s(ξ)−1 =
O(|ξ|N0+1) as ξ → 0, and that the operators Lks , S0s have all the desired properties. 
Remark. We note that (2.6) holds if Lk, L˜k are replaced by any of the operators L
k
s above, or perhaps by
a composition of finitely many such operators. This remark holds under the condition that the number N0
of vanishing moments is sufficiently large (in dependence of p; specifically we need N0 ≥ n(1/p− 1)).
Parabolic dilations. One may define Hardy spaces with respect to a nonisotropic dilation structure [3].
In this paper we need to consider such Hardy-spaces on R2 defined with respect to the scaling (x1, x2) 7→
(tx1, t
mx2), for a fixed real number m > 1.
If we redefine the function φk to be φ̂k(ξ1, ξ2) = Φ̂(2
−(k+1)ξ1, 2
−(k+1)mξ2)− Φ̂(2−kξ1, 2−kmξ2) then the
operator of convolution with φk is a Littlewood-Paley projection to the region |ξ1| + |ξ2|1/m ∼ 2k. We
may then define Hpparabolic as the space of distributions f restricted at ∞, for which ‖(
∑
k |φ˜k ∗ f |2)1/2‖p is
finite. Similarly one can define parabolic Hardy-Lorentz space and the obvious analogues of the statements
in the previous subsections remain true.
6
Product type Hardy spaces. Let {Lk1,k2}k1,k2∈Z be a product Littlewood-Paley decomposition on R2,
where Lk1,k2 is a multiplier with symbol supported in the region {(ξ1, ξ2) : |ξ1| ∼ 2k1 , |ξ2| ∼ 2k2}; we may
assume that Lk1,k2 is the operator of convolution with φk1 ⊗ φk2 where φk1 , φk2 are as above (defined on
the real line).
If 0 < p, q <∞, we define the product Hardy-Lorentz space Hp,qprod to be the quasi-Banach space which
consists of all tempered distributions restricted at ∞ for which
‖f‖Hp,q
prod
=
∥∥∥(∑
k1
∑
k2
|Lk1,k2f |2
)1/2∥∥∥
Lp,q
is finite. We define Hpprod to be H
p,p
prod.
The formulas for interpolation of Hardy-Lorentz-spaces remain true; in fact (2.5) was proved in this
context in [19]. Moreover analogues of (2.6), (2.7) remain true for the operators Lk1,k2 . These can be
proved by using the theory of product-type singular integral operators (see e.g. [6], [14]).
2B. Analytic interpolation in Lorentz spaces. We need a version of a theorem by Sagher [22] con-
cerning analytic families of operators acting on Lorentz spaces. It has been observed in [23] and [16]
that Sagher’s arguments carry over to somewhat more general situations; we now recall the version which
appeared in [16].
We denote by S the strip S = {z : 0 < Re(z) < 1} and by S its closure. A function g on S is said to
be of admissible growth if there is a < π so that |g(z)| . exp(ea|Im(z)|) for z ∈ S. Let X0 and X1 be two
Banach spaces, compatible in the sense of interpolation theory, and assume that there is a subspace W of
X0 ∩X1 which is dense in both X0 and X1. For z ∈ S let Tz be an operator which maps functions in W
to measurable functions on Rn; Tz is then called an analytic family if for any f ∈ W and almost every
x ∈ Rn the function z → Tzf(x) is analytic in S and continuous and of admissible growth in S. Now if
(2.13) ‖Tzf‖Lpi,qi ≤ Ci(z)‖f‖Xi , i = 0, 1,
and if Ci(z) is of admissible growth then the result in [16] states that Tθ maps the complex interpolation
space [X0, X1]θ boundedly to L
pθ,qθ ; here (1/pθ, 1/qθ) = (1− θ)(1/p0, 1/q0) + θ(1/p1, 1/q1). We shall need
the following consequence of this result.
Lemma 2.2. For k ∈ Z and z ∈ S let Tk,z be an operator which maps functions in W to measurable
functions on Rn and assume that Tk,z is an analytic family, for each k. Suppose that for all f ∈ W∥∥∥∑
k∈E
|Tk,iτf |
∥∥∥
L1
≤ C(iτ)‖f‖X0(2.14)
∥∥∥ sup
k∈E
|Tk,1+iτf |
∥∥∥
L1,∞
≤ C(1 + iτ)‖f‖X1(2.15)
for any finite subset E ⊂ Z, with admissible constants C(iτ), C(1 + iτ). Let 0 < θ < 1. Then
(2.16)
∥∥∥(∑
k∈Z
|Tk,θf |q
)1/q∥∥∥
L1,q
. ‖f‖[X0,X1]θ
if 1/qθ = 1− θ.
Proof. Fix f˜ ∈ [X0, X1]θ and E ⊂ Z be finite. There are measurable functions gk such that
∑ |gk(x)|q′ ≤ 1
and ∣∣∣∑
k∈E
Tk,θf˜(x)gk(x)
∣∣∣ ≥ 1
2
(∑
k∈E
|Tk,θf˜(x)|q
)1/q
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for almost every x ∈ Rn. Define gk,z(x) = gk(x)|gk(x)| |gk(x)|q
′z if gk(x) 6= 0, and gk,z(x) = 0 if gk(x) = 0.
Now define an analytic family by Tzf(x) =
∑
k∈E Tk,zf(x)gk,z(x). Then the assumptions (2.14-15)
imply the boundedness of Tiτ from X0 to L1 and of T1+iτ from X1 to L1,∞, with admissible constants.
One deduces the boundedness of Tθ from [X0, X1]θ to L1,q. The constants are independent of E and the
choice of {gk}. This implies ∥∥∥(∑
k∈E
|Tk,θf˜ |q
)1/q∥∥∥
L1,q
≤ C‖f˜‖[X0,X1]θ
with C being independent of E and f˜ . The finiteness assumption on E can be removed by applications of
the monotone convergence theorem. 
2C. A vector-valued inequality. We shall use the following observation which can serve as an elemen-
tary substitute for the failing Lp(ℓ1) inequality for the vector-valued Hardy-Littlewood maximal operator
([12]). It is just the dual version of a scalar maximal inequality.
Lemma 2.3. Let Φ ∈ L1(Rd) so that for each θ ∈ Sd−1 the function r 7→ |Φ(rθ)| is decreasing in r > 0.
Let {tk}k∈Z be a collection of positive numbers and let Pk be the operator of convolution with tdkΦ(tk·).
Then for 1 ≤ p <∞
(2.17)
∥∥∥∑
k
|Pkfk|
∥∥∥
p
≤ Cp‖Φ‖1
∥∥∥∑
k
|fk|
∥∥∥
p
.
Proof. We may assume that Φ is nonnegative. Then by duality the assertion follows immediately from
the Lp
′
boundedness of the maximal operator w 7→ supk |Pkw|; the latter is a consequence of the method
of rotation and the bounds for the one-dimensional Hardy-Littlewood operator (see [26, p.72-73]). 
2D. Averaging functions in L1,q. The triangle inequality fails in L1,q if q > 1, but the following
Lemma, proved for q =∞ by Stein and N. Weiss [28], can often serve as a substitute. For 1 < q <∞ the
statement follows from the cases q = 1 and q =∞ by interpolation.
Lemma 2.4. Suppose that ‖fi‖L1,q ≤ 1 and
∑ |ci| ≤ 1. Then∥∥∥∑
i
cifi
∥∥∥
L1,q
.
∑
i
|ci|(1 + log+ |ci|)1−
1
q .
3. A stopping time construction
We shall use an abstract form of the Caldero´n-Zygmund decomposition, in which no nesting or doubling
properties are assumed. The argument is related to the stopping time construction in [7].
Lemma 3.1. Let , ⊆ be partial orders on a set Λ; we also use the notation ≺ synonymously with . Let
Γ be a finite subset of Λ, let ν be a non-negative measure on Γ, and let A : Λ→ R+ be a positive function.
Assume that for each γ ∈ Γ and N > 0 the set
(3.1) {λ ∈ Λ : A(λ) ≤ N and γ ⊆ λ}
is finite.
Then one can find a subset B of Λ and a map q : Γ→ Λ which have the following properties.
(1) γ ⊆ q(γ) for all γ ∈ Γ.
(2) If q(γ) /∈ B then q(γ) = γ.
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(3) ∑
λ∈B
A(λ) ≤ ν(Γ)
(4) For all λ ∈ Λ, we have
ν({γ ∈ Γ : q(γ) ≺ λ, γ ⊆ λ}) < A(λ).
Proof. Define
(3.2) Λ∗ = Γ ∪ {λ ∈ Λ : A(λ) ≤ ν(Γ) and γ ⊆ λ for some γ ∈ Γ}
By the finiteness of Γ and the finiteness assumption on the sets (3.1) the set Λ∗ is finite. Suppose we have
found q and B with properties (1)-(4) relatively to Λ∗ then (1)-(4) are unchanged if Λ∗ is enlarged to Λ.
Hence it suffices to give a proof under the additional assumption that Λ is finite.
We now induct on the cardinality of Λ. The lemma is vacuously true when Λ is empty, with B being
empty and q being the empty function.
Now suppose inductively that Λ is non-empty, and that the lemma is true for all sets Λ of lesser
cardinality. Choose an element λmax ∈ Λ which is maximal with respect to the partial ordering , and let
Λ′ = Λ− {λmax}. Define the set Γ′ ⊂ Γ by
Γ′ = Γ ∩ Λ′
if the estimate
(3.3) ν({γ ∈ Γ : γ ⊆ λmax}) < A(λmax)
holds, and by
Γ′ = {γ ∈ Γ : γ 6⊆ λmax}
otherwise.
Now apply the induction hypothesis with Λ replaced by Λ′, Γ replaced by Γ′, and A and ν replaced
by their restrictions to Λ′ and Γ′ respectively. This gives us a set B′ ⊂ Λ′ and an assignment q′ : Γ′ → Λ′
satisfying analogues (1′)-(4′) of the desired properties (1)-(4).
Define the subset B of Λ by B = B′ if (3.3) holds, and B = B′ ∪ {λmax} if (3.3) fails. Define q : Γ→ Λ
by setting q(γ) = q′(γ) if γ ∈ Γ′, and q(γ) = λmax if γ ∈ Γ\Γ′.
We now claim that (1)-(4) holds for these choices of B and q. The claims (1), (2) are easily verified
from (1′), (2′), and the construction of B and q. If (3.3) holds then B = B′ and (3) follows from (3′);
otherwise, B = B′ ∪ {λmax} and (3) follows from (3′), the construction of Γ′, and the failure of (3.3).
It remains to verify (4). First suppose that λ 6= λmax, so that λ ∈ Λ′. Then (4) follows from (4′),
because the elements γ of Γ\Γ′ satisfy q(γ) = λmax and thus cannot contribute to the left-hand side of (4)
by the maximality of λmax.
Now suppose that λ = λmax. If (3.3) holds, then (4) is immediate. If (3.3) fails, then by construction
the left-hand side of (4) is zero. Thus (4) holds in all cases, and the induction step is complete. 
We remark that the finiteness assumption (3.1) may be dropped if one is willing to replace the induction
by transfinite induction (i.e. use Zorn’s lemma). One can then prove this lemma for arbitrary Λ.
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4. Integrals along plane curves
In this and the next section we shall always be working in the plane R2. We fix a real number m > 1,
all constants may implicitly depend on m. We define H1parabolic to be the one-parameter Hardy space with
respect to the scaling (1.6).
The proofs of our results concerning plane curves are based on the following key estimate.
Proposition 4.1. For each integer l let ηl be a C
∞ function with compact support in [1/2, 2] or in
[−2,−1/2], with C4 norms uniformly bounded in ℓ.
Let dµl be the measure defined by∫
fdµl =
∫
f(x1 − t, x2 − |t|m)2lηl(2lt) dt.
Then for any vector-valued function F = {fl}l∈Z,
(4.1)
∥∥∥(∑
l
|fl ∗ dµl|2
)1/2∥∥∥
L1,2
. ‖f‖H1
parabolic
(ℓ2).
We allow the fl themselves to be Hilbert space valued functions, and | · | is then to be interpreted as the
Hilbert space norm.
In the next section, we shall see how this proposition implies L1,2 and Lp,2 mapping properties for the
Hilbert transform on plane curves and similar objects; this will be done by exploiting the fact that the
dµl have essentially disjoint frequency supports if some moment conditions are assumed on the ηl. The
estimate (4.1) should be compared with the bound∥∥ sup
l
|f ∗ dµl|
∥∥
L1,∞
. ‖f‖H1
parabolic
proven in Christ [7]. Our techniques shall be closely related to those in that paper.
Proof. We may decompose f atomically as f =
∑
I cIPI(bI), where the I are 2
k × 2mk+ϑ rectangles with
sides parallel to the axes, and k, km+ ϑ are integers, 0 ≤ ϑ < 1. The cI are non-negative numbers such
that
∑
I cI ∼ ‖f‖H1parabolic(ℓ2), the bI satisfy ‖bI‖L2(ℓ2) . |I|
−1/2, and PI is the projection operator defined
by
PI [b](x) =
(
b(x)− 1|I|
∫
I
b(x)dx
)
χI(x).
Note that the definition of PI makes sense as acting on scalar valued functions or on vector-valued functions,
as above. By the translation trick in [7] (attributed to P. Jones) we may assume that the cubes I are dyadic.
Henceforth we shall refer to the I as (parabolic) cubes. It thus suffices to show the estimate
(4.2)
∥∥∥(∑
l
∣∣∣∑
I
cIPI [bI,l] ∗ dµl
∣∣∣2)1/2∥∥∥
L1,2
. (
∑
I
cI)(sup
I
|I|1/2)
∥∥∥(∑
l
|bI,l|2
)1/2∥∥∥
2
for arbitrary collections I of cubes, non-negative numbers cI , and arbitrary measurable functions bI,l. By
limiting arguments it is sufficient to prove the analogue of (4.2), where the sums in l and the sums in I are
extended over finite sets (with bounds independent of the cardinalities). Henceforth we make this finiteness
assumption.
Fix the I and cI . By complex interpolation (Lemma 2.2) it suffices to show that
(4.3)
∥∥∥(∑
l
∣∣∣∑
I
cIPI [bI,l] ∗ dµl
∣∣∣q)1/q∥∥∥
L1,q
.
(∑
I
cI
)(
sup
I
|I|1/q′)∥∥∥(∑
l
|bI,l|q
)1/q∥∥∥
q
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holds for q = 1 and q =∞ and all (complex) functions bI,l.
When q = 1, (4.3) simplifies to
∑
l
∑
I
cI
∥∥PI [bI,l] ∗ dµl∥∥1 . (∑
I
cI
)
sup
I
∑
l
‖bI,l‖1,
and the claim follows from Young’s inequality, the finite mass of dµl, and the fact that PI is bounded on
L1. Thus it remains to prove the q =∞ endpoint, namely
∥∥∥ sup
l
∣∣∑
I
cIPI [bI,l] ∗ dµl
∣∣∥∥∥
L1,∞
.
(∑
I
cI
)
sup
I
sup
l
|I| ‖bI,l‖∞.
We may assume that
(4.4) sup
I
sup
l
|I| ‖bI,l‖∞ ≤ 1
Writing aI,l = PI [bI,l], we thus see that aI,l is supported on I, has mean zero, and ‖aI,l‖∞ . |I|−1, and
our task is now to show that
(4.5) meas
({sup
l
|
∑
I
cIaI,l ∗ dµl| & α}
)
. α−1
∑
I
cI
for all α > 0.
Fix α > 0. We shall use a sort of Caldero´n-Zygmund decomposition and will first look at the “good”
cubes contributing to a function which is O(α). Let G be the family of all I for which
(4.6) M
(∑
I′
cI′
χI′
|I ′|
)
(x) ≤ α for some x ∈ I;
here M is the Hardy-Littlewood maximal operator with respect to the scaling (1.6).
We consider the contribution of the cubes in G to (4.5). The L∞ norm of ∑I∈G cI χI|I| is O(α), to see
this, consider for each for each x0 the smallest cube in G containing x0 and apply (4.6) for this cube. We
now apply Chebyshev’s inequality and the standard fact [28] that the maximal function associated to the
curve (t, |t|m) is bounded on L2. This yields
meas
({
x : sup
l
∣∣∑
I∈G
cIaI,l ∗ dµl
∣∣ ≥ α})
≤ α−2
∥∥∥ sup
l
∣∣∑
I∈G
cIaI,l ∗ dµl
∣∣∥∥∥2
2
. α−2
∥∥∥ sup
l
∑
I∈G
cI
χI
|I| ∗ |dµl|
∥∥∥2
2
. α−2
∥∥∥∑
I∈G
cI
χI
|I|
∥∥∥2
2
. α−1
∥∥∥∑
I∈G
cI
χI
|I|
∥∥∥
1
. α−1
∑
I
cI .(4.7)
Thus we may restrict our attention to the “bad” cubes. By the Hardy-Littlewood inequality, the L1,∞
norm of M(
∑
I cIχI/|I|) is O(
∑
I cI), and so by the definition of G
meas
( ∪I /∈G I) . α−1∑
I
cI .
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Let C > 1 and CI denote the cube expanded by C (with same center as I). By the Hardy-Littlewood
inequality again we have
(4.8) meas
( ∪I /∈G CI) . α−1∑
I
cI .
To complete the proof of (4.5) we shall prove the stronger square-function estimate
(4.9) meas
({
x :
(∑
l
∣∣∑
I /∈G
cIaI,l ∗ dµl(x)
∣∣2)1/2 ≥ α}) . α−1∑
I
cI .
In order to prove (4.9) we use an abstract version of the Caldero´n-Zygmund decomposition based on
Lemma 3.1. We first describe the sets Λ and Γ which occur in this lemma. If m ≥ 2 we define Λ as the
set of all dyadic rectangles Q of dimensions 2σ × 2σ+(m−1)τ+ϑ for integers σ, τ and for ϑ ∈ [0, 1), where
σ ≤ τ , and (m − 1)τ + ϑ is the smallest integer ≥ (m − 1)τ (i.e. ϑ = 0 if m is an integer). Note that σ,
τ and ϑ are unique for each Q and we shall write σ = σ(Q), τ = τ(Q), ϑ = ϑ(Q). If 1 < m < 2 we define
Λ similarly, with the additional requirement that we only admit those τ for which the fractional part of
(m− 1)(τ − σ) is < m− 1; this is to ensure that τ(Q) is well defined. In both cases the subset Γ is the set
of parabolic cubes I for which cI 6= 0 and which do not belong to G; by assumption Γ is finite. Note that
one has τ(I) = σ(I) for parabolic cubes I.
We wish to partially order the set Λ by requiring Q ≺ Q′ if τ(Q) < τ(Q′); note that then Q and Q′ are
incomparable under  if τ(Q) = τ(Q′) and Q 6= Q′. Finally we take set inclusion ⊆ as the second partial
order in Lemma 3.1.
We define the tendril T (Q) to be the set
(4.10) T (Q) = {x+ (t, |t|m) : x ∈ 2Q, |t| ≤ 2τ(Q)+2}.
Note that |T (Q)| ∼ 2σ(Q)+mτ(Q)+22σ(Q)+(m−1)τ(Q) for any rectangle Q parallel to the axes, and therefore
(4.11) |T (Q)| ∼ 2σ(Q)+mτ(Q) for Q ∈ Λ.
The function A(Q) in Lemma 3.1 is then defined by
A(Q) = α2σ(Q)+mτ(Q),
and the measure ν is defined by
ν({I}) = cI .
The finiteness condition in the proof of Lemma 3.1 is easily verified and we find a map I 7→ q(I) defined
on Γ so that I ⊆ q(I) and
(4.12)
∑
I∈Γ
q(I)≺Q
I⊆Q
cI < α|T (Q)|
for all Q ∈ Λ, and
meas
( ∪I∈Γ T (q(I))) . 1
α
∑
I
cI +meas
( ∪I∈Γ T (I));
the latter inequality follows from statements (2) (3), (4) of Lemma 3.1. Since for parabolic cubes I the
tendril T (I) is contained in a fixed dilate of I and since Γ ∩ G = ∅ one has actually
(4.13) meas
( ∪I∈Γ T (q(I))) . 1
α
∑
I
cI ,
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by (4.8).
For any I, l we see that aI,l ∗dµl is supported in T (q(I)) if l < τ(q(I)). In view of (4.13) the inequality
(4.9) follows from
meas
({
x :
(∑
l
|
∑
I:l≥τ(q(I))
cIaI,l ∗ dµl|2
)1/2 ≥ α}) . α−1∑
I
cI .
It suffices by Chebyshev’s inequality to prove the L2 estimate
(4.14)
∥∥∥(∑
l
∣∣∣ ∑
I∈Γ
l≥τ(q(I))
cIaI,l ∗ dµl
∣∣∣2)1/2∥∥∥2
2
. α
∑
I
cI .
Let
(4.15) Γ(m) = {I ∈ Γ : τ(q(I)) = m}.
By the triangle inequality it suffices to show
∥∥∥(∑
l
∣∣ ∑
I∈Γ(l−s)
cIaI,l ∗ dµl
∣∣2)1/2∥∥∥2
2
. 2−sα
∑
I
cI
for all s ≥ 0.
Fix s. It then suffices to show that for each l
(4.16)
∥∥∥ ∑
I∈Γ(l−s)
cIaI,l ∗ dµl
∥∥∥2
2
. 2−sα
∑
I∈Γ(l−s)
cI
for each l, since the claim follows by summing in l. By scaling (with respect to the parabolic dilations (1.6)
and taking into account the definition of τ(Q) we see that it suffices to prove (4.16) for l = 0. Expanding
the left-hand side of (4.16), we reduce to
∑
I,I′∈Γ(−s)
cIcI′ |〈aI,0 ∗ dµ0, aI′,0 ∗ dµ0〉| . 2−sα
∑
I∈Γ(−s)
cI .
By symmetry we may assume that |I ′| ≤ |I|. It then suffices to show that
(4.17)
∑
I′∈Γ(−s)
|I′|≤|I|
cI′ |〈aI,0 ∗ dµ0, aI′,0 ∗ dµ0〉| . 2−sα,
for all I ∈ Γ(−s).
Fix I ∈ Γ(−s) with center xI . I has dimension 2τ(I) × 2mτ(I)+ϑ(I); since I ⊆ q(I) by Lemma 3.1, (1),
and σ(q(I)) ≤ τ(q(I)) by definition of Λ we see that
(4.18) τ(I) ≤ τ(q(I)) = −s.
Rewrite the left-hand side of (4.12) as
(4.19)
∑
I′:|I′|≤|I|,τ(q(I′))=−s
cI′ |〈aI,0 ∗ F, aI′,0〉|
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where F = dµ0 ∗ d˜µ0 (and˜ refers to reflection in the argument). Observe that F is supported on a sector
{(x1, x2) : |x2| . |x1|}
and obeys the estimates
|∇αF (x)| . |x|−1−|α|
for all multiindices α with |α| ≤ 2. ¿From the size conditions on aI,0, this implies
|aI,0 ∗ F (x)| . 2−τ(I)
and by the moment conditions on aI,0
|∇α(aI,0 ∗ F )(x)| . 2τ(I)|x− xI |−2−|α|, if |x− xI | ≥ 2τ(I)+1, |α| ≤ 1.
This in turn implies from the size and moment conditions on aI′,0 and the assumption |I ′| ≤ |I| that
|〈aI,0 ∗ F, aI′,0〉| . 22τ(I)diam(I ∪ I ′)−3,
where the diameter is respect to the Euclidean metric.
Thus it suffices to show that
(4.20)
∑
I′∈Γ(−s)
|I′|≤|I|
cI′diam(I ∪ I ′)−3 . 2−2τ(I)2−sα.
For σ ≤ −s, let Rσ,s be the set of dyadic rectangles of dimensions (2σ, 2σ−(m−1)(s−1)+ϑ) so that
0 ≤ ϑ < 1. Observe that Rσ,s is a subset of Λ consisting of rectangles R with τ(R) = −s+ 1. Also let Wσ
be the set of isotropic dyadic cubes of dimensions (2σ, 2σ); then each W ∈ Wσ is a union of ∼ 2(m−1)(s−1)
rectangles in Rσ,s, with disjoint interiors.
If I ′ ∈ Γ(−s) with |I ′| ≤ |I| then I ′ has dimensions (2σ(I′), 2σ(I′)−(m−1)s) and σ(I ′) ≤ σ(I) = τ(I),
and therefore every such I ′ is contained in a unique rectangle R ∈ Rτ(I),s. Since τ(q(I ′)) = −s and
τ(R) = −s+ 1 we have from Lemma 3.1, (4),∑
I′∈Γ(−s)
|I′|≤|I|
I′⊆R
cI′ . α|T (R)| . α2τ(I)−ms
and therefore ∑
I′∈Γ(−s)
|I′|≤|I|
cI′diam(I ∪ I ′)−3
=
∑
W∈Wτ(I)
∑
R∈Rτ(I),s
R⊂W
∑
I′∈Γ(−s)
|I′|≤|I|
I′⊂R
cI′diam(I ∪ I ′)−3
. α2τ(I)−ms
∑
W∈Wτ(I)
(2τ(I) + dist(W, I))−3card({R ∈ Rτ(I),s : R ⊂W})
. α2τ(I)−s
∑
W∈Wτ(I)
(2τ(I) + dist(W, I))−3 . 2−2τ(I)α2−s
which is (4.20). 
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5. Integrals along plane curves, cont.
We now prove Theorems 1.4 and 1.5. Following [5] we work with an angular Littlewood-Paley decom-
position.
Let ζ ∈ C∞0 (R+) so that ζ(s) = 1 if s ∈ ((10mm)−1, 10mm) and define Ql by
(5.1) Q̂lf(ξ) = ql(ξ)f̂ (ξ) = ζ(2
l(m−1)|ξ1|/|ξ2|)f̂(ξ).
The operators Ql form a Littlewood-Paley family of multipliers supported in sectors. Note that ql(ξ) = 1
whenever ξ is normal to the curves (t,±|t|m) if 2l−1 ≤ |t| ≤ 2l+1.
Let χ0 be a smooth and even function on R so that χ0(s) = 1 if |s| ≤ 1/2 and χ0(s) = 0 of |s| ≥ 1.
Define Pl by P̂lf(ξ) = χ0(|(2−lξ1, 2−lmξ2)|)f̂(ξ).
Observe that the multiplier ql satisfies the estimates ∂
αql(ξ) = O(|ξ1|−α1 |ξ2|−α2) uniformly in l. There-
fore by standard product theory we have the estimate
(5.2)
∥∥{(Id− Pl)Qlf}∥∥H1
prod
(ℓ2)
.
∥∥{Qlf}∥∥H1
prod
(ℓ2)
. ‖f‖H1
prod
where f itself may be a Hilbert-space valued function.
We now consider the maximal function Mf . We show that
(5.3) ‖ sup
l
|dµl ∗ f |‖L1,2 . ‖f‖H1
prod
,
where dµl is a measure as in Proposition 4.1.
Given (5.3) we show the same bound for the nondyadic maximal function by a standard argument.
After a straightforward application of Lemma 2.4 we may assume that η has support in (−2−5, 2−5) and
vanishes in (−2−6, 2−6). Let η˜ be supported in ∪± (2−8, 2−3) and equal to 1 on ∪± (−2−7, 2−2). We use
a Fourier expansion and write for 1/2 ≤ s ≤ 2
1
s
η(
t
s
) = η˜(t)
∑
k∈Z
ck(s)e
2πikt
where ck(s) = O((1 + |k|)−N ) uniformly in s ∈ [1/2, 2]. We set
dµk,l =
∫
f(t, |t|m)2lη˜(2lt)e2πik2ltdt.
and Mkf(x) = supl |f ∗ dµk,l|. An application of (5.3) shows that Mk maps H1 to L1,2 with norm
O((1 + |k|)4) and since Mf(x) . ∑k(1 + |k|)−NMkf(x) we obtain the inequality for the nondyadic
maximal operator from another application of Lemma 2.4.
Now we turn to the proof of (5.3). As in [5] the idea is to approximate dµl by Ql(Id−Pl)dµl in order
to apply Proposition 4.1 and (5.2).
Using straightforward integration by parts arguments we observe that the functions P0dµ0 and (Id−
P0)(Id−Ql)dµ0 are Schwartz functions. By rescaling this, using (1.6), we see that the maximal functions
supl |f ∗ Pldµl| and supl |f ∗ (Id − Pl)(Id − Ql)dµl| are dominated by nonisotropic version of the grand
maximal function (with respect to (1.6)) which maps H1parabolic and hence H
1
prod to L
1. It thus suffices to
show that ∥∥ sup
l
|f ∗ (Id− Pl)Qldµl|‖L1,2 . ‖f‖H1
prod
.
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Writing fl = (Id − Pl)Qlf , we can dominate the left-hand side by the L1,2 norm of the square-function
(
∑
l |fl ∗ dµl|2)1/2. With this choice of fl the inequality
(5.4)
∥∥∥(∑
l
|dµl ∗ fl|2
)1/2∥∥∥
L1,2
. ‖f‖H1
prod
follows from from Proposition 4.1, the embedding H1prod(ℓ
2) ⊂ H1parabolic(ℓ2) and (5.2).
Now consider the analytic family Hγ (and in particular the Hilbert transform H = H0). We may
decompose
Hγf =
∑
l
f ∗ dσγl
where
〈dσγl , f〉 =
∫
f(t, |t|m)2lχ(2lt)|t|γ1+γ2m dt
t
and χ(t) = χ0(t)−χ0(t/2). Note that χ is an even function. The functions P0dσγ0 and (Id−P0)(Id−Ql)dσγ0
are Schwartz functions as before, but also have mean zero and so their Fourier transforms decay at 0 as
well as infinity.
Summing this, we see that Dγ∑l(Id − Pl)(Id − Ql)dσl and Dγ∑l Pldσl are standard product type
Caldero´n-Zygmund kernels and so convolution with these kernels will preserve Lp, 1 < p ≤ 2 and H1prod.
It thus suffices to show that
(5.5)
∥∥∥∑
l
(Id− Pl)QlDγdσγl ∗ f
∥∥∥
H1,2
prod
. ‖f‖H1
prod
if Re(γ1 + γ2m) = 0
and
(5.6)
∥∥∥∑
l
(Id− Pl)QlDγdσγl ∗ f
∥∥∥
2
. ‖f‖2 if Re(γ1 + γ2m) = 1/2
with constants depending polynomially on γ.
To see (5.6) we note that a standard stationary phase calculation yields that |d̂σγ0 (ξ)| . (1 + |ξ|)−1/2.
By scale invariance we obtain the uniform L2 boundedness of the operators with convolution kernels
(Id−Pl)Dγdσγl if Re(γ1 +mγ2) = 1/2. The inequality (5.6) follows now from the almost orthogonality of
the operators Ql.
In order to prove (5.5) it suffices to show that
(5.7)
∥∥∥( ∑
k1,k2
∣∣∑
l
(Id− Pl)QlLk1,k2f ∗ dσγl
∣∣2)1/2∥∥∥
L1,2
.
∥∥∥( ∑
k1,k2
|Lk1,k2f |2
)1/2∥∥∥
1
,
by the square function characterization of H1,2prod; here Lk1,k2 are as in §2. For each k1, k2 there are at most
O(1) indices l for which (Id− Pl)QlLk1,k2 does not vanish, so we may majorize the left-hand side of (5.7)
by ∥∥∥( ∑
k1,k2
∑
l
∣∣(Id− Pl)QlLk1,k2f ∗ dσγl ∣∣2)1/2∥∥∥
L1,2
.
By Proposition 4.1 we may majorize this in turn by
∥∥{(Id− Pl)QlLk1,k2f}l,k1,k2∈Z∥∥H1
parabolic
(ℓ2)
.
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But this is bounded by ‖f‖H1
prod
, by standard arguments similar to the proof of (5.2) above. This concludes
the proof of Theorem 1.5. To see that the Hilbert transform H maps H1prod to L
1,2 we use in addition the
product version of inequality (2.7).
Finally we prove Corollary 1.6. Define the measures dναl by∫
fdναl =
∫
f(t, |t|m)2l(χ(2lt))η(t)|t|mα dt
t
and set dνl = dν
1/m
l . We use duality and prove that convolution with (Id −∆)1/2m
∑
l dνl maps L
m′ to
Lm
′,2.
It is easy to see that for θ1+θ2 < 1, θ1 ≥ 0, θ2 ≥ 0 the functions (Id−∆)θ/2
∑
l(Id−Pl)(Id−Ql)dνl ∗f
and (Id−∆)θ/2∑l Pldνl∗f are dominated by a constant times the nonisotropic Hardy-Littlewood maximal
function of f .
Let Q˜l = q˜l(D) is defined similarly as Ql but with qlq˜l = ql. Observe that in view of the compact
support of η we have dναl = 0 if l > C1 for suitable C1. Moreover, if l ≤ C1, we see, using the definition of
Ql and the Marcinkiewicz multiplier theorem that for α ≥ 0, that∥∥(Id−∆)α/2(Id− Pl)Q˜lg∥∥Lm′,2 . ∥∥Dα2Qlg∥∥Lm′,2 .
Thus it remains to show that∥∥{Dα2Qldναl ∗ f}∥∥Hp,2
prod
(ℓ2)
. ‖f‖Hp
prod
, Re(α) = 1− 1/p,
for 1 ≤ p ≤ 2. This is done by a reprise of the arguments above.
6. Rough homogeneous kernels: Preliminary reductions
Let χ0 be a radial bump function which is 1 on {x : |x| ≤ 1/2} and zero on {x : |x| > 1}, and
χ(x) = χ0(x) − χ0(x/2) is then a function on the unit annulus. We also denote by χ˜(t) the restriction of
χ to the positive real line R+.
In what follows we shall work with the Littlewood-Paley operators introduced in Lemma 2.1 (with
r = 3) and decompose the identity as Id =
∑
k L
k
0L
k
1L
k
2L
k
3 ; we assume that the numbers N0, ε in Lemma
2.1 are chosen so that N0 ≥ 100d and ε ≤ 10−10d.
Let δj be the dilation operator defined by
δjg(x) = 2
−jdg(2−jx),
and let A be the averaging operator defined by
Ag(x) = C−1
∫
χ˜(t)t−dg(t−1x)
dt
t
,
where C =
∫
χ˜(t)dtt is a normalization constant.
Since K is homogeneous of degree −d we have the decomposition
(6.1) K =
∑
j
δjA[Kχ].
If the restriction Ω of K to the unit sphere belongs to L log2L(Sd−1) then Kχ ∈ L log2L(Rd) and, since
standard Caldero´n-Zygmund operators map L log2 L to L logL the L log2L assumption for Kχ is implied
by
(6.2)
(∑
k
|Lk0(Kχ)|2
)1/2
∈ L logL.
In the present and subsequent section we prove the following stronger version of Theorem 1.1.
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Theorem 6.1. Let K be homogeneous of degree −d and assume that the restriction Ω to Sd−1 is an
integrable function satisfying
∫
Ωdσ = 0. Suppose that (6.2) holds. Then the operator TΩ maps H
1
boundedly to L1,2 and also to the Hardy-Lorentz space H1,2.
We also have
Theorem 6.2. Let K0(rθ) = χ˜(r)Ω(θ) and assume Ω ∈ L1(Sd−1) and (
∑
k |Lk0(K0)|2)1/2 ∈ L logL. Then
MΩ maps H
1 boundedly to L1,2.
We shall prove Theorem 6.1. To prove Theorem 6.2 we use the argument in §5 to reduce to a version
which involves only dyadic dilations. The proof of the relevant estimate for this dyadic maximal operator
is similar to the proof of Theorem 6.1 and therefore omitted.
Let T be the operator defined by
(6.3) T f =
∑
j
δjA[Kχ] ∗ f
We now have to show that T is bounded from H1 to H1,2. The H1 → L1,2 boundedness follows then from
(2.7) and limiting arguments. In our proof of (6.3) we shall assume that the sum in j is actually finite, but
prove a bound which is independent of this finiteness assumption. Again a limiting argument proves the
general case.
We now decompose f in the standard manner as f =
∑
cIaI , where cI are nonnegative constants such
that
∑
I cI . ‖f‖H1 , and aI is an atom supported on I with mean zero and such that ‖aI‖∞ . |I|−1
([26]). The center of the atom will be denoted by xI and we may assume that each atom has sidelength
2iI where iI is an integer.
For technical reasons we wish to suppress low frequencies in our atoms. Let
a˜I =
∑
l≥−C0
Ll−iI0 L
l−iI
1 L
l−iI
2 L
l−iI
3 aI ,
We assume ∥∥∥(∑
k
|Lk0(Kχ)|2
)1/2∥∥∥
L logL
≤ 1
(working with the norm ‖g‖L logγL = inf{λ > 0 :
∫ |g(t)|
λ log
γ(e+ |g(x)|λ )dx ≤ 1}) and we shall prove that
(6.4)
∥∥∥∑
I
cI
∑
j
δjA[(Kχ)] ∗ a˜I
∥∥∥
H1,2
≤ B
∑
I
cI
where B is a constant depending only on d. Now the cancellation of the atoms shows that ‖aI − a˜I‖H1 .
2−εC0 , and so
(6.5)
∥∥f −∑
I
cI a˜I
∥∥ . 2−εC0‖f‖H1 .
Let ‖T ‖ denote the H1 → H1,2 operator-norm, which because of our finiteness assumptions is a priori
finite. (6.5) implies
‖T f‖H1,2 . 2−ǫC0‖T ‖‖f‖H1 +B
∑
cI .
Therefore, if C0 in the definition of the a˜I is chosen large enough, this implies that ‖T ‖ . B.
In what follows we may assume
(6.6)
∑
cI ≤ 1.
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We now dispose of the contributions when j ≤ iI + 2C0. We claim this portion is not only in H1,2 but is
actually in H1. Since H1 is a Banach space we may restrict ourselves to a single cube I, so that it suffices
to show that ∥∥∥ ∑
j≤iI+2C0
δjA[Kχ] ∗ a˜I
∥∥∥
H1
. 1.
This we rewrite as ∥∥∥ ∑
l≥−C0
Ll−iI0 L
l−iI
1 L
l−iI
2 [
∑
j≤iI+2C0
δjA[Kχ] ∗ Ll−iI3 aI ]
∥∥∥
H1
. 1.
By the analogue of (2.6) for the Littlewood-Paley operators Lk0L
k
1L
k
2 it thus suffices to show∥∥∥( ∑
l≥−C0
∣∣ ∑
j≤iI+2C0
δjA[Kχ] ∗ Ll−iI3 aI
∣∣2)1/2∥∥∥
1
. 1.
Since the expression inside the norm is supported in a fixed dilate of I, it suffices by the Cauchy-Schwarz
inequality to bound ∥∥∥( ∑
l≥−C0
∣∣ ∑
j≤iI+2C0
δjA[Kχ] ∗ Ll−iI3 aI
∣∣2)1/2∥∥∥
2
. |I|−1/2.
By modifying the method of rotations argument in [4] we see that the operator with convolution kernel∑
j<iI+2C0
δj≤iI+s[Kχ] is bounded on L
2; hence the above reduces to
(6.7)
( ∑
l≥−C0
∥∥Ll−iI3 aI∥∥22
)1/2
. |I|−1/2.
But this follows from the L2 estimates on aI and the almost orthogonality of the L
l−iI
3 .
We now turn to the contributions j > iI + 2C0 and we wish to establish∥∥∥∑
I
cI
∑
l≥−C0
Ll−iI0 L
l−iI
1 L
l−iI
2 [
∑
j>iI+2C0
δjA[Kχ] ∗ Ll−iI3 aI ]
∥∥∥
H1,2
. 1.
We set aI,l = L
l−iI
3 aI and let {ej} be the standard orthonormal basis of unit vectors in ℓ2. By the
remark following Lemma 2.1 we reduce to show that∥∥∥∑
I
cI
∑
l≥−C0
Ll−iI1 [
∑
j>iI+2C0
δjA[Kχ] ∗ Ll−iI2 aI,l]el−iI
∥∥∥
L1,2(ℓ2)
. 1.
By Lemma 2.1 we may decompose
Kχ = S01(Kχ) +
∞∑
k=1
Lk1L
k
0(Kχ).
One easily checks that the convolution operator with kernel K =
∑
j δjA[S01Kχ] is a standard Caldero´n-
Zygmund operator. Indeed using the cancellation of the functions Ll−iI2 aI,l it is easy to see that for a fixed
cube I ∥∥∥( ∑
l≥−C0
∣∣∣ ∑
j>iI+2C0
δj [AS01(Kχ)] ∗ Ll−iI2 aI,l
∣∣∣2)1/2∥∥∥
1
. 1,
and the resulting H1 → L1(ℓ2) inequality follows for this part.
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Therefore it suffices to prove that
(6.8)
∥∥∥∑
I
cI
∑
j>iI+2C0
∑
l≥−C0
Ll−iI1 δjA(
∑
k>0
Lk1K
k) ∗ Ll−iI2 aI,lel−iI
∥∥∥
L1,2(ℓ2)
. 1,
where still aI,l = L
l−iI
3 aI , and K
k = Lk0(Kχ).
We can rewrite the desired estimate for this portion using the identity
Lm1 δj = δjL
j+m
1 .
Consequently we have to prove for q = 2 the inequality∥∥∥∑
I
∑
j>2C0+iI
∑
l≥−C0
cIδj(L
l−iI+j
1 A[
∑
k>0
Lk1K
k]) ∗ Ll−iI2 aI,lel−iI
∥∥∥
L1,q(ℓq)
. sup
I
|I|1−1/q
(∑
l
‖aI,l‖qq
)1/q∥∥∥(∑
k
|Kk|q)1/q∥∥∥
L log
2− 2
q L
(6.9)
for arbitrary measurable functions Kk on {x : 1/4 ≤ |x| ≤ 4} and aI,l on CI. (6.8) follows then by using
also (6.7).
We shall deduce the inequality for q = 2 from the inequality (6.9) for q = 1 and the obvious modification
of (6.9) for q =∞.
Notice that
∥∥Ll−iI+j1 A[Lk1Kk]∥∥L1→L1 ≤
∫
|χ˜(t)|t−d∥∥ψl−iI+j1 ∗ t−dψk1 (t−1·)∥∥1‖Kk‖1dt
. 2−|l−iI+j−k|‖Kk‖1(6.10)
where we have used the cancellation of the Littlewood-Paley kernels. The last estimate immediately implies
(6.9) for q = 1. The nontrivial part concerns the estimate for q = ∞ which is proved in the next section.
¿From these two estimates we deduce (6.9) for q = 2 by complex interpolation, using Lemma 2.2. Assuming
∥∥∥(∑
k
|Kk|2)1/2∥∥∥
L logL
≤ 1,
we consider the analytic family Kz = {Kkz }k∈Z defined by
Kkz (x) = K
k(x)|Kk(x)|1−2z∣∣K(x)∣∣2z−1
ℓ2
[
log(e + |K(x)|ℓ2)
]1−2z
if Kk(x) 6= 0 and by Kkz (x) = 0 otherwise. Then ‖Kiτ‖L1(ℓ1) . 1 and ‖K1+iτ‖L log2 L(ℓ∞) . 1. The rest is
straightforward.
7. Rough homogeneous kernels: The weak type estimate
We are now proving the analogue of (6.9) for q =∞. In addition to (6.6) we may also suppose that
(7.1) sup
I
sup
l
‖aI,l‖∞ ≤ 1,
∥∥ sup
k
|Kk|
∥∥
L log2L
≤ 1
and show that for α > 0
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(7.2) meas
({
x :
∣∣∑
I
∑
j>2C0+iI
∑
l≥−C0
cIδj(L
l−iI+j
1 A[
∑
k>0
Lk1K
k]) ∗ Ll−iI2 aI,lel−iI
∣∣
ℓ∞
> α
})
. α−1.
Let F =
∑
I cI
χI
|I| . Since ‖F‖1 . 1, we may apply the standard dyadic Caldero´n-Zygmund decompo-
sition to F at level α, and obtain a collection of disjoint dyadic cubes J = {J} such that ∑J |J | . α,∫
J
F (x) dx . α|J |, and such that F is O(α) outside of ⋃J J .
To every dyadic cube I we assign a nonnegative integer tI as follows. If I is not contained in any of
the J , then tI = 0. If I is a subset of a cube J ∈ J , then tI is chosen so that the sidelength of J is 2tI
times the sidelength of I. One can view tI as a stopping time; roughly speaking, 2
tI I is the largest dilate
of I on which the mean of F is greater than α, or I if no such dilate exists.
The contribution of the terms in (7.2) for which j < iI + tI + 2C0 is contained inside the exceptional
set
⋃
J CJ , which has measure O(α). We can therefore restrict ourselves to the case j ≥ iI + tI +2C0. We
change the summation variable to s = j − iI − tI ≥ 2C0. Thus for the expression
(7.3) E(x) =
∑
I
∑
s≥2C0
∑
l
cI
∑
k>0
δiI+tI+s(L
l+s+tI
1 A[Lk1Kk]) ∗ Ll−iI2 aI,l(x)el−iI
we have to show that the measure of the set {x : |E(x)|ℓ∞ > α} is O(α−1). This will be estimated by
further splitting the expression E(x) into four pieces and then by applying of Chebyshev’s inequality and
L1 or L2 estimates for the individual pieces.
We now describe this splitting. Let
(7.4) M(x) = sup
k>0
|Kk(x)|.
We break up the functions Kk into a bounded part and an integrable part (this truncation has first
been used in [9]). Let ε0 > 0 be a constant to be chosen later (ε0 = 10
−2, say, works). For all k write
Kk = 2ε0(s+l)Kkl,s,I +R
k
l,s,I , where |Kkl,s,I(x)| ≤ 1 and the remainder Rkl,s,I is the restriction of Kk to the
set {x :M(x) ≥ 2ε0(s+l)}. We split
E(x) = E1(x) + E2(x) + E3(x) + E4(x)
where
E1(x) =
∑
I
∑
s≥2C0
∑
l≥−C0
cI
∑
k>0
|k−l−s−tI |≥s+l
δiI+tI+s(L
l+s+tI
1 A[Lk1Kk]) ∗ Ll−iI2 aI,l(x)el−iI
(7.5.1)
E2(x) =
∑
I
∑
s≥2C0
∑
l≥−C0
cI
∑
k>0
|k−l−s−tI |<s+l
δiI+tI+s(L
l+s+tI
1 A[Lk1Rkl,s,I ]) ∗ Ll−iI2 aI,l(x)el−iI
(7.5.2)
E3(x) =
∑
I
∑
l≥2C0
∑
2C0≤s≤l
cI2
ε0(s+l)
∑
k>0
|k−l−s−tI |<s+l
δiI+tI+s(L
l+s+tI
1 A[Lk1Kkl,s,I ]) ∗ Ll−iI2 aI,l(x)el−iI
(7.5.3)
E4(x) =
∑
I
∑
s≥2C0
∑
−C0≤l<s
cI2
ε0(s+l)
∑
k>0
|k−l−s−tI |<s+l
δiI+tI+s(L
l+s+tI
1 A[Lk1Kkl,s,I ]) ∗ Ll−iI2 aI,l(x)el−iI
(7.5.4)
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It suffices to show that for i = 1, 2, 3, 4 the measure of the set {x : |Ei(x)|ℓ∞ > α/4} is O(α−1). By
Chebyshev’s inequality and the continuous imbedding ℓ1 ⊂ ℓ2 ⊂ ℓ∞ it suffices to show that
(7.6) ‖E1‖L1(ℓ1) + ‖E2‖L1(ℓ1) + ‖E3‖L1(ℓ1) . 1
and
(7.7) ‖E4‖L2(ℓ2) . α.
The estimation of E1 and E2 is straightforward. Since ‖(Ll+s+tI1 A[Lk1Kk])‖L1→L1 . 2−|k−l−s−tI | we
get
‖E1‖L1(ℓ1) .
∑
I
∑
s≥2C0
∑
l≥−C0
cI
∑
|k−l−s−tI |≥s+l
2−|k−l−s−tI |‖Ll−iI2 aI,l‖1
.
∑
I
cI
∑
s≥2C0
∑
l≥−C0
2−s−l . 1.(7.8)
Next, by the definition of Rkl,s,I
‖Ll+s+tI1 A[Lk1Rkl,s,I ]‖1 . 2−|k−l−s−tI |
∫
x:M(x)≥2ε0(s+l)
M(x)dx
and therefore
‖E2‖L1(ℓ1) .
∑
I
∑
s≥2C0
∑
l≥−C0
cI
∑
|k−l−s−tI |≤s+l
2−|k−l−s−tI |
∫
x:M(x)≥2ε0(s+l)
M(x)dx
.
∑
I
cI
∫
|M(x)| log2(e+ |M(x)|)dx . 1.(7.9)
The following Lemma is crucial for the estimation of E3.
Lemma 7.1. Suppose that g is a bounded function supported in {x : 1/4 ≤ |x| ≤ 4} and a is supported in
a cube I with sidelength 2iI ; moreover ‖a‖∞ ≤ |I|−1. Then for m ≥ 0∥∥δiI+m[Ll+mAg] ∗ a∥∥1 . 2−l/2‖g‖∞
Proof. We may assume ‖g‖∞ ≤ 1. Let Vm = {ν} be a maximal 2−m-separated subset of unit vectors
in Rd; its cardinality is O(2m(d−1)). We may split g =
∑
ν gm,ν where gm,ν is supported in the sector
{x : | x|x| − ν| . 2−m+10} (and in the annulus where 1/4 ≤ |x| ≤ 4).
Now δiI+m[L
l+mAg] ∗ a is supported in a rectangle of dimensions C12iI × · · · × C12iI × C12iI+m.
Therefore by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality
∥∥δiI+m[Ll+m1 Ag] ∗ a∥∥1 . ∑
ν∈Vm
2(iId+m)/2‖δiI+m[Ll+m1 Agm,ν ] ∗ a
∥∥
1
. |I|1/22md/2
( ∑
ν∈Vm
∥∥δiI+m[Ll+m1 Agm,ν ] ∗ a∥∥22
)1/2
.(7.10)
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We estimate this sum using Plancherel’s theorem. For ξ ∈ (Rd)∗
|Âgm,ν(−ξ)| =
∣∣∣ ∫ 4
r=1/4
∫
θ
gm,ν(rθ)r
d−1
∫
χ(τ)eiτ〈rθ,ξ〉dτ dθdr
∣∣∣
. ‖g‖∞
∫ 4
1/4
∫
|θ−ν|≤2−m+10
(1 + |〈θ, ξ〉|)−N dθdr.
. 2−m(d−1)/2
( ∫
|θ−ν|≤2−m+10
(1 + |〈θ, ξ〉|)−2N dθ
)1/2
.
Therefore
∑
ν∈Vm
∥∥δiI+m[Ll+m1 Agm,ν ] ∗ a∥∥22
. 2−m(d−1)
∑
ν∈Vm
∫ ∣∣ψ̂l+m1 (2iI+mξ)∣∣2
∫
|θ−ν|≤2−m+10
(1 + |〈θ, 2iI+mξ〉|)−2Ndθ |â(ξ)|2dξ
. 2−m(d−1)
∫ ∣∣ψ̂l+m1 (2iI+mξ)∣∣2
∫
Sd−1
∣∣(1 + |〈θ, 2iI+mξ〉|)−2Ndθ |â(ξ)|2dξ
. 2−m(d−1)
∫ ∣∣ψ̂1( ξ
2l−iI
)
∣∣2 min{1, 2−iI−m|ξ−1|} |â(ξ)|2dξ
. 2−m(d−1)2−(m+l)‖â‖22 . 2−md−l|I|−1,(7.11)
by Plancherel’s theorem and the estimate |ψ̂1(ξ)| . min{|ξ|2, |ξ|−2}.
The asserted estimate follows from (7.10) and (7.11). 
We now estimate the L1(ℓ1) norm of E3. To apply Lemma 7.1 we note that Ll−iI2 aI,l is supported in a
fixed dilate of I and ‖Ll−iI2 aI,l‖∞ . |I|−1. Moreover ‖Lk1Kkl,s,I‖∞ . 1, uniformly in k, l, s, I. Hence
‖E3‖L1(ℓ1) .
∑
I
cI
∑
l≥2C0
∑
2C0≥s≤l
2ε0(s+l)
∑
k>0
|k−l−s−tI |<s+l
2−l/2‖Lk1Kkl,s,I‖∞ . 1.(7.12)
Finally we turn to the estimation of ‖E4‖L2(ℓ2). We first observe the basic estimate
Lemma 7.2. ∥∥∥∑
I
cI
χ2tI I
|2tI I|
∥∥∥
2
. α1/2.
Proof. Consider first those cubes I for which tI = 0. It is easy to see that this contribution is bounded
pointwise by min(F,Cα) for some constant C, and so the claim follows since ‖F‖1 . 1.
Now consider the cubes I for which tI > 0. This part is majorized pointwise by
∥∥∥∑
J
χCJ
∥∥∥
2
.
∥∥∥∑
J
χJ
∥∥∥
2
=
(∑
J
|J |
)1/2
. α1/2,
where for the first inequality we have used Lemma 2.3. 
The claimed estimate for E4 will follow from
Lemma 7.3. Let gI be bounded and supported on {x : 1/4 ≤ |x| ≤ 4} and set bI,l = Ll−iI2 aI,l. Assume
l ≥ −C0, s ≥ 0. Then for suitable ε > 0∥∥∥∑
I
cIδiI+tI+s(L
l+s+tI
1 AgI) ∗ bI,l
∥∥∥
2
. sup
I
‖gI‖∞2−sεα1/2.
Proof. This inequality is closely related to one in [25] and we shall adapt the proof here. Let Vs = {ν}
be a maximal 2−s-separated subset of the unit sphere Sd−1; the cardinality of this set is O(2(d−1)s). We
decompose gI =
∑
ν gI,ν , where each gI,ν is a bounded function on the sector
(7.13) Ssν = {x : 1/4 ≤ |x| ≤ 4,∠(x, ν) ≤ 2−s};
here we used ∠(x, ν) to denote the angle x and ν make at the origin.
We introduce a localization in Fourier space to a conic neigborhood of the hyperplane perpendicular
to ν, namely
Σsν = {ξ : |〈ξ, ν〉| ≤ 2−s/2|ξ|}
(The exact choice of aperture 2−s/2 is unimportant as long as it is well between 2−s and 1). We define the
multiplier Qsν whose symbol mν is homogeneous of degree 0, and equals 1 on Σ
s
ν and vanishes outside a
slight widening of Σsν .
We then reduce to showing that
(7.14)
∥∥∥∑
I
cI
∑
ν∈Vs
QsνδiI+tI+s(L
l+s+tI
1 AgI,ν) ∗ bI,l
∥∥∥
2
. sup
I
‖gI‖∞2−sεα1/2
and, for fixed ν,
(7.15)
∥∥∥∑
I
cI(Id−Qsν)δiI+tI+s(Ll+s+tI1 AgI,ν) ∗ bI,l
∥∥∥
2
. sup
I,ν
‖gI,ν‖∞2−sNα1/2
where N ≤ N0/10 (recall that N0 ≥ 100d). The estimate (7.15) is favorable if N > d− 1.
To prove (7.15) we show the estimate
(7.16)
∣∣(Id−Qsν)δiI+tI+s(Ll+s+tI1 AgI,ν)(x)∣∣ . ‖gI,ν‖∞2−sN 2−(iI+tI)d(1 + 2−(iI+tI )|x|)N
for all ν ∈ Vs. ¿From (7.16) we may estimate
∣∣(Id−Qsν)δiI+tI+s(Ll+tI+sAgI,ν) ∗ bI,l∣∣ . 2−NsHI ∗ χ2tI I|2tI I|
where HI is the L
1 dilate of a radially decreasing L1 function. By Lemma 2.3 and Lemma 7.2 the left
hand side of (7.15) is dominated by
2−sN
∥∥∥∑
I
cI
χ2tI I
|2tI I|
∥∥∥
2
. 2−sNα1/2.
We now show (7.16). Fix ν. Rescaling so that iI + tI + s = 0, it suffices to show that
|Lj1(Id−Qsν)Ah(x)| . 2−(N+d)s‖h‖L∞(Ssν)(1 + |x|)−N
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for all j ≥ l + tI + s ≥ s and all bounded h supported on Ssν .
Fix j, x. We expand the left-hand side as
∣∣∣(2π)−d ∫
Sνs
h(z)
∫∫∫
(1 −mν(ξ))ei〈ξ,x−2−jy−tz〉ψ1(y)χ˜(t) dξdy dt
t
dz
∣∣∣
where the moments of ψ1 vanish up to order N0 and χ˜ is supported where 1/4 ≤ t ≤ 4. The decay in x
follows from the fact that the phase is non-stationary in the ξ variable when |x| ≫ 1.
Now we demonstrate the 2−Ns bound; we may assume that |x| ≪ 2s/5. Since h is supported in Ssν
and mν equals 1 on Σν we see that for each |ξ| & 2j , the phase is non-stationary in the t variable (with a
gradient of at least 2εs). For |ξ| . 2j one picks up a loss of (2j/|ξ|)C , but this can be compensated for by
the moment conditions on ψ1, since j ≥ s.
To show (7.14) we use the fact that the Qsν have some weak orthogonality. More precisely, we have for
any functions fν that
(7.17)
∥∥∥∑
ν
Qsνfν
∥∥∥2
2
. 2−εs2(d−1)s
∑
ν
‖fν‖22;
as in [25] this estimate is easily proven from Plancherel’s theorem, the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, and
geometrical considerations. Because of this orthogonality, and Lemma 7.2, it now suffices to show that
(7.18)
∥∥∥∑
I
cIδiI+tI+sAgI,ν ∗ aI
∥∥∥
2
. 2−(d−1)s
∥∥∥∑
I
cI
χ2tI I
|2tI I|
∥∥∥
2
,
uniformly in ν ∈ Vs.
Fix ν. Let Rsν be the rectangle centered at the origin, with dimensions C12
−s×· · ·×C12−s×C1 so that
the long side is parallel to ν. Then, if C1 is chosen large enough there is the uniform pointwise estimate
∣∣δi+tI+s[AgI,ν ] ∗ aI ∣∣ . 2−s(d−1)‖gI,ν‖∞ δiI+tI+s(χRsν|Rsν |
) ∗ χ2tI I|2tI I| .
Thus (7.18) follows from Lemma 2.3. This completes the proof of (7.14) and the Lemma. 
The estimate (7.7) is an immediate consequence of Lemma 7.3. The estimate (7.6) holds by (7.8), (7.9)
and (7.12) and thus we have proved the asserted weak type inequality.
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